
This workshop was paid for by the Urban Area Security Initiative

Workshop will begin in a moment…



Welcome

• Introductions

• Housekeeping

• Access Coordinator



MyShake™App
iPhone

Android



Resources: 
www.cadresv.org/earthquake

Request Presentations:
earthquake@cadresv.org

408-577-2175

English  |  ASL |  Spanish  |  Vietnamese  |  Korean  | Tagalog  |  Chinese | 
Amharic  |  Hindi  |  Portuguese | Russian and more!

When Seconds Count
Earthquake Safety for the Home



� Understanding the Threat

� Active Shooter Strategies

� Prevention

Session Preview



Benefits of practice
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Benefits of Practicing



Run – Hide - Fight



Run
Is there one shooter?

Do you have a clear route?

Run all the way off the property

Avoid running in a “bunch”
Small groups with a “lookout”

Use all your senses to keep 
assessing



Run

Use bushes, pillars, cars, 
signs, etc. to conceal you as 
you run.

If possible…
Have a lookout.
Go a few at a time.



Hide

Is there a way to run?
Can I be detected?
Can I fight from here?
Do I have an escape plan?
What if the fire alarm goes off?



Hide

Test your plan!
Position furniture strategically
Check “field of vision”



Fight
Test your Plan!



Fight - Last Resort



Fight
Test your plan!

Is this my last resort?

Do I have another choice?

Tactical advantage

Create distractions

Aggressive, FULL COMMITMENT!

Communicate with Team



Run/Hide/Fight?
A. You receive a lockdown message from your alerting 
system.

B. You hear screaming and gunshots outside the 
building

C. You hear screaming and gunshots outside your 
room

D. Someone opens fire inside your space









RUN HIDE FIGHT

Is there one shooter?
Do you have a clear
route?

Is there a way to run?
Can I be detected?
Can I fight from here?

Do I have another 
choice?
Is this my last resort?

All the way off property.
Avoid running in a 
“bunch”
Use all your senses to 
keep assessing.

Field of vision
Practice with tools

Tactical advantage
Distractions
Full commitment
Communicate

Lockdown Choices



Violence Prevention
� Behaviors of concern / Changes in Behavior

� If you see/hear/learn something – say something!

� State your ground rules
� No yelling, personal space

� Become a friend to the aggressor 
� Be calm, no arguing, want to help, aggressor is right

� Create a plan to get away – signal a co-worker



Questions?

UASI Survey





Thank You!
Please help us by sharing your feedback in the 

Participant Evaluation poll

This workshop was paid for by the 
Bay Area Urban Area Security Initiative


